Negotiations on project costs and delivery dates between the developers of software and the managers who request it are often a lot like the negotiations between opposing factions in
. Besides, we agree with him. We, too, have written many articles and books on the subject, dating back as far as 1978. We haven't talked to DeMarco about cost estimation, so we don't know exactly what he meant by that quote. We mean that "The problem of cost estimation has been solved...in principle." In practice, the rather imperious human psyches that oversee software development don't always get it right.
"Rather imperious?" we hear you scream. "We're the people who march in those death marches that Ed Yourdon talks about. We're the people who work 80 hours a week. We're the people who sacrifice our families to cover the Earth with software. Imperious? Downtrodden is more like it!"
We know. You deserve credit-lots of it. You aren't the problem, it's those cartoon people, the ones with big bellies, big cigars, and big desks. Most of you still work on projects that are not very well thought through. Why? Because somewhere above the 80-hour-a-week people are those other folks who get you involved in efforts that veer between the technically impossible and the impossibly costly. But there are reasons why the cigar-wavers fall into these traps. The three main ones are ♦ failure to establish that the project is feasible, ♦ failure to reduce the remaining risks of a feasible project to manageable proportions, and ♦ failure to plan the work in the construction phase and then control it according to the plan.
ESTABLISH FEASIBILITY.
Back in the early years of World War II the human race was coming off 200 years of remarkable accomplishment-the spinning jenny, the steam engine, the Bessemer converter, the telegraph, electric power, the telephone, the automobile, the airplane-the list goes on. Backing up these technological achievements was the science of Newton's equations, Maxwell's equations, Einstein's relativity theory, and quantum theory: a body of mathematics that was unambiguous and provably correct. Then the atomic bomb capped it all. The people in charge and the public in general began to believe that science and technology could accomplish whatever someone could imagine-no matter how wonderful or terrible. Since World War II, however, we have seen some imaginings that did not work. The atomic-powered plane of the 1950s was abandoned only after the US government spent billions of development dollars. The project was technically impossible. The US's planned supersonic passenger airplane was likewise abandoned, while the European Concorde turned out to be technically feasible but too expensive for the marketplace. In 1983, the Strategic Defense Initiative, popularly known as Star Wars, embodied the US's hope that it could deploy a spaceborne umbrella against nuclear missiles; it turned out to be inThose other folks get you involved in efforts that veer between the technically impossible and the impossibly costly.
feasible. Currently, California has been mandating zero-emission electric-battery cars; unfortunately, they fail to meet market criteria, such as acceptable range on a single charge. Yet batteries have been researched for over 100 years, so the basic physics appears to be against this initiative.
All of which amply proves that not everything imaginable is feasible-not even in software, evanescent as it may appear to outsiders. On the contrary, software feasibility has four solid dimensions.
♦ Projects on the margins of your experience are not so easy. A team may have to spend several months discovering what the central, difficult-to-implement requirements of a new application actually are. Do some of these requirements pose risks that would make the project infeasible? Can these risks be overcome? The feasibility team should work on initial architecture and high-risk requirements design until they can answer these questions. In some cases, when they get negative answers, the team may be able to negotiate a requirement reduction.
Meantime, the cartoon people drum their fingers nervously on their large desks. Often, they wave their fat cigars in a lordly manner and yell impatiently through the smoke screen, "Enough. Do it!"
Many of the projects that appear in the newspapers a few years later as whopping failures got their start this way.
REDUCE RISKS.
The feasibility stage establishes only that the proposed system could be done. It does not determine in any detail the four planning factors on which a software organization bases its construction plans:
♦ How much function is needed? ♦ How long will it take? ♦ How much will it cost? ♦ What level of quality will result?
If the organization has developed a similar system before, it may understand what it has to do. If the system involves some areas outside the organization's experience, they almost certainly present risks. A project group must explore the new areas, assessing and reducing each risk so that it can, finally, estimate the construction work involved. Now, in the course of establishing feasibility and reducing risks, the project team, still small at this point, has given a lot of thought to what the client actually needs. The early risk-assessment prototypes will have shown the clients more about what they really need. In short, the requirements will have been changing during these first two stages and should, as a result, be quite firm.
Software development rests on factors that are quite obvious, but which people often overlook anyway:
♦ Knowing this, we could estimate the project's development time and cost, its main build. We say "could" because many software organizations say they "can't."
One of the reasons they "can't" make such an estimate is that they don't have a repeatable process. The Software Engineering Institute, while assessing software organizations' capability maturity level, has found that more than two thirds of those organizations were stuck at the first of five levels. One feature of Level 1 is, not surprisingly, lack of a repeatable process. To estimate the time and cost of next time, you must know and be able to repeat what you did last time.
Another reason organizations "can't" estimate accurately is that they don't have any measurements from previous projects. Metrics from your past projects are vital for planning and controlling your current one. A software organization needs at least five such metrics. More are often useful, but the following are crucial for use in planning and controlling future projects. reliability. An organization can count four of these five metrics on completed projects. It can derive process productivity from the first three. It can store these numbers in an online database where managers and estimators can find them when the time comes to consider another project. With these five numbers, organizations can project the corresponding numbers for the next project and, with those projected numbers, the organization can bid the next project.
If it wins the project, the organization can use these numbers to control the project's execution. That is, it can project the effort applied per month in staffing over the duration of the project. It can project the defect rate during the main build period. It can estimate the number of lines of code to m a n a g e r 1 0 6
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be produced each month. When the project is complete, managers can compare the actual numbers against those projected. Deviations of actuals from plan call for investigation and corrective action. This is actually a version of the statistical control made famous by W. Edwards Deming.
QUANTIFY UNCERTAINTY. The final reason that project teams say they can't estimate is that all these numbers are uncertain. Source lines of code, for instance, is an inexact indicator of a product's functionality. This uncertainty leads many software people to throw up their hands, look skyward, and bleat, "We just do the best we can down here in the boiler room."
Statistics was invented to cope with uncertainty. As a software developer, you have enough on your plate without having to master statistics, but the basics are not that difficult.
If the counts of source lines of code, person-hours, and months' duration are a little uncertain, then the process productivity, derived from these three, is going to fall within a range, not on an exact point. If the estimate of the next project's size, even if you wait until the end of the risk-reduction stage, is imprecise, then the estimate for the next project is going to be a range, not an exact number of dollars. Of course, the people with cigars want a quote to the exact dollar. Not to worry. This is where statistics comes in. It can tell you something like this. There is a 50-percent probability that you can complete this project successfully in x months with y person-months of effort applied. Bidding on this basis, over the next dozen or so projects, your organization ought to break even. Some would lose money. Others would make money. You can raise that 50-percent probability to 75 percent, or even higher, up into the 90s-but you cannot realistically get to 100 percent. If you must bid low sometime, you can lower your estimate. If you do that, you will probably lose money on that particular job, but then you expected to. In the longer range, you can submit most of your bids in the 60 to 70 percent range and confidently expect to make some money over the next dozen projects.
"All that's a very tall order," we hear you say as you peer anxiously through the cigar smoke.
"Sure it is," we reply. "Still, a few companies make it work and get good commercial results. Do you want them to get all the business?" ♦ 621-7082; 73152.1762@ compuserve.com. m a n a g e r .
